
What is 

Q Services?

By the 

numbers

Services

Q Services is an office service provider powered by Q’s technology 
platform and highly-trained staff. Q’s team of Operators are paired  
with client offices, where they become an integral part of the daily 
operations of the company. Q believes that investing in people leads  
to a better customer experience and more sustainable business model, 
which is why all Q Operators receive full employment with benefits  
and ample opportunities for growth. Thousands of offices are powered  
by Q Services every day.

700+

10 million

1,600+

Operators serving offices in 5 cities

sq.ft of office space under management

Office clients

Why Q?

DEDICATED  
CUSTOMER SERVICE

GUARANTEED QUALITY 
OF SERVICE PROVIDERS

HUNDREDS OF SERVICES  
ON ONE PLATFORM

Cleaning

Evening cleaning, deep cleaning, carpet cleaning, trash hauling, and more

Maintenance and repairs

Electrical and appliance repair, painting, assembling furniture, plumbing, 

and more

Office help and administration
Executive assistants, receptionists, stocking supplies, unpacking groceries 

and more



For Operators

Q is committed to setting up operators for success and enabling career growth. After each service or session 
is completed, office managers are prompted to rate their experiences using their dashboard. The operations 
team reviews this feedback regularly, implements suggestions, and addresses feedback with Operators and 
their supervisors. This ongoing feedback ensures operators are aware of their performance and what is 
expected to succeed. 

Operators report to and work directly with their supervisors, who meet 
with Q’s operations team daily to communicate any feedback from the 
Operator community.

The Operator App provides Operators with the tools they need to 
complete their work well. Through the app, Operators can view their 
schedule, communicate with their supervisors and clients, and keep 
track of tasks and performance.

Worker-oriented 
technology

Direct line to 

management

Q works with its Operators to find a stable, consistent schedule that 
works for them. In addition, Q has Operators that are on-call and 
available to cover any changes in availability.

Flexible scheduling

Each Q Operator is a W-2 employee and receives health care, paid 
family leave, 401k with match, and stock options. They also have access 
to Q’s People & Culture team should they have any questions about 
how to take advantage of their benefits.

High-performing Operators can be elevated to different positions within 
Q. Nighttime cleaners have moved into training and supervisor roles, and 
daytime operators have been promoted to operations roles. Operators 
have also used skills learned at Q to launch their own small businesses, 
such as maintenance and repair shops, several of which have become 
service providers on the Q marketplace.

Robust benefits

Training and 

development


